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Definition:   

This type covers eight percent of Lancashire, it is characterised by straight-sided enclosures of medium 
size with few small fields and some much larger fields.  Predominantly Modern Enclosure has an irregular 
character.  Most of the type represents an alteration of the landscape already enclosed by c 1850 rather 
than new reclamation and improvement and hence has often been constrained by the broad framework of 
these earlier field systems. 

Typical historical and archaeological components 

In Lancashire the Modern Enclosure type corresponds with land which had been improved or drained for 
agrarian use within the timespan of the two earlier enclosure HLC types (i.e. Ancient Enclosure and Post-
Medieval Enclosure) or with the last reclamation of mosslands (particularly of Martin Mere in West 
Lancashire) and reclamation from the sea.  Its identification rests upon the complete reorganisation of those 
farmed landscapes after c.1850.  As such the archaeological components of the type include new field 
boundaries (mainly fences and quickset hedges), drainage ditches, buildings and roads.  The thin scatter of 
19th and 20th century buildings is evenly split between older farms and more recent commuter or service 
residencies.  The earlier farmed landscapes tend to be considerably denuded of relic components, such as 
walls, ditches and banks, due to the intensity of later change and landuse.   

Enhancing and safeguarding the type 

Strategies for conserving or enhancing the Enclosure types will vary according to the historic processes of 
landuse, land management and land gain within each chronological type (i.e. within Ancient Enclosure, 
Post-Medieval Enclosure and Modern Enclosure).   Consequently the measures for enhancement and 
safeguarding recommended in this section are first described generally, where they apply across the 
chronological type, and then specifically where they apply to a subtype (for example to enclosed land 
brought into agricultural production from upland moor or from lowland moss). 

• The Modern Enclosure type is broadly characterised by the final drainage and enclosure of the 
mosslands of West Lancashire and the Fylde and the more general improvement and reorganisation of 
much of the earlier ancient landscape.   Priorities within the subtype lie with the former. 

• Enclosed from lowland moss.  Conserve the characteristic pattern of lowland moss enclosure where it 
contributes a more recent dimension to a sequence of historic enclosure.  Priority should be given to the 
retention of the characteristic pattern of lowland moss enclosure and associated features where it 
complements the earlier phases of mossland improvement (rather than where it is superimposed over 
the former).   Key attributes of the type include brick-built farmsteads, cattlesheds, raised mossland 
roads, bridges and evidence of pumping technology.  

• Enclosed from lowland moss.  Manage and highlight evidence for timedepth within the landscape.  The 
subtype will contain important relic landscape features, both buried and visible, relating to earlier 
landuses and environments. The subtype will also contain evidence for earlier, usually medieval, 
attempts at mossland drainage.   

 

 


